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Abstrakt
Tato práce popisuje systém pro sledování obrazovky počítače v reálném čase a určení pozice
uživatelova pohledu na tuto obrazovku s využitím dat z eye-trackovacích brýlí a Uniform
Marker Fields. Vytvořený systém lokalizuje obrazovku počítače ve snímcích z kamery
umístěné na eye-trackeru snímající scénu před uživatelem. V této scéně je detekován marker
zobrazený na monitoru počítače. Po jeho úspěšné detekci je marker skryt a ke sledování
pozice obrazovky jsou dále využívány významné body detekované ve snímku z kamery ležící
na obrazovce, případně z celého snímku. Pokud sledování významných bodů selže, marker
je znovu zobrazen a systém je znovu inicializován pomocí detekovaného markeru. Aby byl
marker pro uživatele co nejméně nápadný a obtěžující, jsou využity data z eye-trackeru k
tomu, aby byl marker zobrazen co nejdále od oblasti uživatelova zájmu. Pro vyhodnocení
výkonu a přesnosti vytvořeného systému a rušivosti markeru pro uživatele bylo provedeno
několik experimentů a testování s uživateli.

Abstract
This work presents system for real-time tracking of computer screen and estimating location
of user’s gaze on this screen with the use of eye-tracking data from a head-mounted eye-
tracker and Uniform Marker Fields. The designed system localizes the computer screen
in the frames from eye-tracker’s front camera using a fragment of Uniform Marker Field
displayed on the screen. The marker is hidden after its successful detection and natural
feature points from the camera frame lying on the computer screen or, optionally, from
the whole frame, are used for tracking the screen. If the natural features tracking fails,
marker is displayed again and the tracking is re-initialized. In order to make the marker
as unobtrusive as possible, gaze information is used to display the marker as far from the
area of user’s visual attention as possible. To evaluate the performance and accuracy of the
implemented system and the influence of marker appearing on the screen on user’s ability
to perform his work, several experiments and user testing were conducted.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal of this work was to create a system that would be able to locate computer screen in
video and determine where at this screen is person looking, using head-mounted eye-tracker
with integrated camera and Uniform marker Fields.
Knowing exact location of user’s gaze on the computer screen can be useful in many

ways. The designed system is aiming primarily on applications that require real-time data
about user’s gaze. Typical example of such applications are user interfaces that use eye-
tracking data as input. They might be aimed at disabled people for whom using convention
user interfaces isn’t an option and controlling computer with their eyes is the easiest way.
The eye-tracking data can also be used as additional information in regular user interfaces
to improve user experience.
Also, if information about user’s gaze is known, programs can predict his next step

and prepare so that when this next step is done, their reaction is faster. Another possible
application is during a real-time scene rendering. Since human eyes are able to see sharply
only small area which is right in front of them and the rest is blurry, the area of user’s
interest can be rendered with more details then the rest of the scene and therefore, with
equal usage of processing power, the scene might appear sharper than without engaging
the information about user’s gaze.
Recorded information about user’s gaze can be used, amongst other applications, for

evaluation of user interfaces or to study human behaviour and perception.
There are remote eye-trackers available on the market that are able, after calibration,

compute user’s gaze on the screen automatically. These devices, however, have several
restrictions. First, they have limited range in which they’re able to detect the eyes, so
user’s head has to be close to the eye-tracker and cannot move out of it’s range. Also, there
are some environments in which finding appropriate position for the remote eye-tracker
would be complicated.
Following chapter describes theoretical background of the topics related to this thesis,

particularly eye-tracking and camera pose estimation. It describes applications of eye-
tracking, techniques used for tracking person’s eye position and for determining area of
visual attention and eye-tracker devices. Further are discussed techniques available for
estimating position of objects in 3D space, concentrating on tracking plane in camera
frames and the use of markers, particularly Uniform marker fields, which was used in the
designed application.
Chapter 3 concentrates on design and implementation of the system that was created

as part of this thesis, its features and capabilities and how they were achieved, used tools
and techniques.
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Experiments and user testing during which the performance of the system was mea-
sured are described in chapter 4 and their results are summarized in chapter 5. Proposed
continuation of this work is described in 6 and the last chapter presents the conclusion of
this work.
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Chapter 2

Related Research in Eyetracking
and Camera Pose Estimation

This chapter describes topics related to eyetracking and camera pose estimation, its de-
velopement, techniques and possible utilization, in general context and in context of this
thesis.

2.1 Eyetracking

This section explains the reasons for eye-tracking, its roots and developement until contem-
porary state if the art eye-trackers and eye-tracking techniques.
Eye-tracking is a technique that was developed for experiments in laboratory conditions.

During time, eye-tracking techniques became less invasive and more accurate. Eye-tracking
has a wide variety of applications in different fields like neurology, psychology, ophthalmol-
ogy, advertising or design [12]. It can be used to observe the differences in a behavior of
experts and amateurs during certain tasks like car driving, piloting an aircraft, perform-
ing a surgery and many others. Recently, eye-tracking has been used for interaction with
computer. If user’s gaze can be mapped to an exact point on the screen, it has many
applications, like evaluating user interfaces, using eyes as an input device or rendering a
scene according to the user’s gaze.

2.1.1 Eye movements

The structure of the eye is shown in figure 2.1. The light travels through pupil, the image
is turned upside down in the lens a then projected at the retina at the back of the eye
[8]. The light at retina is transformed by rods and cones into electromagnetic impulses and
sent into the brain. Cones are sensitive to hight spatial frequencies, while rods respond to
light and allow us to see also under worse light conditions. Cones are concentrated in a
small area called fovea that corresponds to approximately 2◦ of visual field. Apart from
fovea, cones are distributed over the retina sparsely. As a result of this distribution, we see
sharply only what’s right in front of us in the 2◦ visual field, while the peripheral vision is
blurred. Therefore, in order to see the whole scene in from of us or read a text, we have to
move our eyes.
As can be seen in figure 2.1, the fovea isn’t exactly in the optical axis of the eye (line

of gaze). The line from fovea through the center of pupil is called line of sight (LoS) [12].
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It’s the LoS that determines where person is looking. This area of the visual attention is
called point of regard.
Human eye usually doesn’t explore its surrounding fluently, but stays fixated at some

point in space and then moves to another. The state in which the eye is still is called fixation.
Fixation can last from ten of milliseconds up to seconds [8]. The length of fixations depends
on many factors, for example the size of explored region [5].
The motion of the eye from one fixation to another is called saccade. Saccade is the

fastest movement human body is capable of, it takes approximately 30-80ms [8].
People percept their surroundings through fixations and saccades. Only if they follow

a moving object with their eyes, the eyes move fluently. This movement is called smooth
pursuit and is completely different from saccades [8].

Figure 2.1: Eye structure. (Source: http://www.google.cz/books?id=WtvVdNESRyIC).

2.1.2 Eye-tracking techniques

Eye-tracking has its roots at the end of the 19th century. At first, eye-movements were
observed by mirrors placed in front of the test subjects while they read [16]. The number
of fixations was counted by placing a microphone on closed eyelid while the subject read
using the other eye. Every time the eye moved, it bumped into the microphone and eye
movement was registered.
For getting accurate record of motion of the eye, Delabarre in 1898 used a cap from

plaster of Paris attached to an eyeball. The eye must have been anaesthetized by cocaine. A
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wire ran from the cap and, with the help of a lever, recorded the eye’s horizontal movements.
This method was very unpleasant, though any long-term damage to the eye wasn’t reported.
At the beginning of the 20th century, photography started to be used for monitoring

the eye movements. This way eye could be monitored non-invasively and therefore under
normal conditions.
The first device using photography for monitoring eye movement took advantage of the

fact that eye isn’t a perfect sphere and doesn’t rotate around its center. Therefore, when
illuminated by vertical line of light, the reflected light moves with the eye. The device used
a photographic plate moving vertically that recorded the reflected light passing through
a horizontal split placed in front of it. As a result, the horizontal eye movements were
recorded at the x-axis of the photograph. There were devices invented later that allowed
to record the vertical eye movements at the same time as the horizontal in a similar way.
In the second half of the 20th century, the research went back to invasive methods of

eye-tracking. Objects were attached to the eye using suction. These techniques were less
intrusive than the prior one using plaster of Paris, though in some cases they were still very
uncomfortable for the test subject. For example, contact lenses with small plane mirrors
attached to them were used and the eye movements were observed form these mirrors’
reflections. Also, small light sources or radioactive tritium could have been attached to the
lenses.
Another method was using scleral search coil [12]. Two orthogonal coils were used, one

oriented horizontally and one vertically. These coils created magnetic field around the head.
Electromagnetic induction was measured in the lens and used for establishing the direction
of subject’s gaze. Lens with scleral search coil is shown in figure 2.2. This method is very
accurate (approximately 0.08◦), but it was found that due to the lenses being directly on
the eye, they influence the subject’s saccades [6].

Figure 2.2: Lens with scleral search coil. (Source: http://www.chronos-vision.de/en/eye-
tracking-products.html).

Simple and inexpensive technique for eye-tracking is electro-oculogram (EOG) [12].
Electrodes are placed around the subject’s eye as depicted in figure 2.3 and eye movements
are detected from small changes in skin potential. Accuracy of this method is about 2◦.
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Figure 2.3: Placement of electrodes for eye-tracking using electro-oculogram. (Source:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cta.1848/full).

Camera based techniques

The development and expansion of cameras helped advancement in eye-tracking. Camera-
based eye trackers rely on eye characteristics. Most often, limbus (a boundary between
sclera and iris) or pupil is used for tracking.
Because contrast between pupil and iris can be quite low, especially for people with dark

iris, pupil tracking can be difficult. Therefore, infra-red light source is often used [12]. IR
light is invisible to people, but can be detected by cameras. When IR light source is placed
near the camera axis, the light is reflected from retina and captured by the camera. Then,
as can be seen in figure 2.4(b), the pupil is very bright and can be easily distinguished from
the iris. The same effect is sometimes visible at photographs taken with flash at night.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Regular dark pupil and illuminated bright pupil that can be used for eye
tracking. (Source: [12]).

The dark and bright pupil images are used for example in a system with two IR light
sources. These sources have different wavelength and one of them is polarized. For capturing
the eye images, three CCDs are used, each of them reacting to different wavelengths and one
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having polarization filter. This system produces three images. The pupil can be extracted
by differencing and thresholding two of these images. From another two images can be
segmented corneal reflection.
Corneal reflection is light reflected by the cornea, visible in figure 2.4(a). Unlike the

reflection from retina which makes the bright pupil, the corneal reflection is independent
of the rotation of the eye. Therefore, it can be used as a reference point and position of
the pupil can be represented as a vector in the image. It’s one of the most commonly used
method nowadays [8].
Another method uses Purkinje images [12]. As can be seen in figure 2.5, Purkinje

images are created by reflection from different layers of the eye. First and fourth Purkinje
reflections are used for eye-tracking. When the eye is rotated, these reflections don’t move
the same distance. The difference in their distance can be used for measuring angular
orientation of the eye. This method is very precise, but also very expensive [8].

Figure 2.5: Purkinje images. (Source: [12]).

There are also techniques that don’t use explicit geometric features of the eye. These
are for example appearance-based methods or methods using artificial neural networks.
Accuracy of these methods is about 0.5◦-2◦.

Eye-trackers

Nowadays, there two kinds of vision based eye-trackers: remote and head-mounted. Remote
eye-trackers can be used in a completely non-intrusive way, when the eye-tracker is put in
front of the test subject and, after calibration, pupil-corneal reflection is tracked from
distance. During the eye-tracking, the test subject can move relatively freely, though for
better accuracy, either chin rest or bite bar might be used to restrict the subject’s head
movements [12]. In figure 2.6 is an example of remote eye-tracker.
Head mounted devices need to be attached to person’s head, which might be restricting

or uncomfortable for someone, but they allow much greater freedom of movement. Since
the eye-tracker moves with the test subject, he isn’t required to stay in the reach of an
eye-tracker and can move freely. This way, eye movements can be observed also during
experiments that require the test subject to move or conduct tasks in space without his
movements being restricted.
Example of the head-mounted eye-tracker are the SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI) eye

tracking glasses, shown in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6: Tobii TX300 remote eye tracker. (Source: http://www.tobii.com/en/eye-
tracking-research/global/products/hardware/tobii-tx300-eye-tracker/).

2.2 Tracking Techniques

This section describes general techniques for estimating object’s position, in general for
any object with unknown location in 3D space, including techniques for tracking a planar
object, which is relevant for this thesis and used in the designed application, as described
later in chapter 3.
Tracking can be used for example to localize person’s position in a room, to find object in

a video or compute position of camera relative to the scene. It’s essential part of augmented
reality, since it enables projection of additional objects into the scene using computed
camera pose.
Tracking techniques can be divided into three classes: sensor-based, vision-based and

hybrid tracking techniques [24].

2.2.1 Sensor-Based Tracking Techniques

Sensor-Based trackers are often used for virtual reality. Magnetic, acoustic, inertial, me-
chanical or optical sensors can be used. There are six main principles of operation [17]:

• Time of flight (TOF) systems measure the distance from a reference point to the
tracked object by measuring the time of propagation of a pulsing signal between the
reference and the object, assuming that the speed of propagation is constant.

Well known example of this method is the GPS (Global positioning system). The
satellites transmit a signal containing accurate time. The receiver computes its dis-
tance from the satellite using the difference between accurate time and time encoded
in the signal. The position of the GPS receiver is then interpolated from its distances
to visible satellites whose positions are known.

Ultrasonic measurements, optical gyroscopes or pulsed infra-red laser-diode can be
used for tracking using TOF in a similar way.
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Figure 2.7: SMI eye tracking glasses. (Source:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/smieyetracking/6191785199/).

• Spatial scan system use optical sensors. Cameras can be placed on a reference point
and record features of the tracked object. Multiscopy or pattern recognition is then
used to get the object’s position. Another method using spatial scan places the optical
sensor on the tracked object and emitters on the reference. Than the position of the
object can be established using either videometric based on 2D projection of image
features or beam scanning, when rotating beams are emitted from the reference and
detected by the sensors.

• Inertial sensing systems include mechanical gyroscopes and accelerometers.

• Mechanical linkages systems connect the reference and target either by mechanical
parts that can be rotated or by wires rolled on coils. Mechanical linkage trackers are
often used in system providing force-feedback.

• Phase-difference sensing systems are similar to TOF systems. Three emitters are
placed on the target and three receiver on the reference. Phase difference is measured
from the signal received from the target and a comparison signal of the reference.
Disadvantage of this systems is their sensitivity to cumulative errors.

• Direct-field sensing systems use either induction on a coil in a magnetic field or
an inclinometer in gravitational field.

2.2.2 Vision-Based Tracking Techniques

Vision-based tracking systems use image processing to establish the camera pose in 3D
space relative to objects in this space [24]. Methods based on computer vision can be
divided into two classes: feature based and model based.

Feature based techniques

These techniques try to find a correspondence between 2D image points and their positions
in real world. To achieve this, image features are matched with features in video frame
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capturing the real world. Features used for the matching can be for example points, lines,
contours or combination of these. Camera pose can then be established by projecting the
3D points into the image and minimizing the distance to their corresponding 2D positions.
For discarding outliers, algorithms like RANSAC or TUKEY-Estimator are used [23].
One of possibilities how to get for image features their corresponding positions in real

world are artificial markers. Exact position of the marker in real world is known and
therefore, when the marker is found in video frame, it’s corresponding position in the frame
can be used to compute the camera pose. The use of markers will be further discussed in
section 2.3.
Instead of artificial markers, naturally occurring features can be used for tracking, such

as points, lines, edges or textures. At the beginning, the camera pose is initialized using a
fiducial marker. The tracking system is then extended by natural features that are auto-
matically calibrated to the marker. Using the natural features, the tracking can continue
even if the fiducial marker is no longer visible [13].
If the tracked scene is composed of a single plane, camera pose relative to the plane

can be computed from several frames using image rectification algorithm as described by
[14]. This system computes 6DOF camera poses relative to the plane. When the relation
between the camera pose and plane is known, other camera poses can be computed using
inter-frame homographies.
Homography is a projective transformation between two planes. Using homography,

known position on one plane can be transformed into the coordinate system of the other
plane. In order to compute homography between two planes, at least four corresponding
positions on these planes need to be known. In figure 2.8 is depicted homography induced
by a plane.

Figure 2.8: Homography H between two frames capturing the same plane. (Source:
http://www.cogvis.at/vgraph/projsetup.htm).

Another method establishing camera pose in an unknown scene is described by Klein
at al. [11]. This method uses parallel tracking and mapping to create a map of the scene.
The tracking and mapping are separate task, running simultaneously. The tracking part
tracks the motion of a hend-held camera while the mapping part creates a map of the 3D
space.
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Model based techniques

Recently, model based techniques have been used for tracking. These methods use explicit
model of the tracked object such as CAD model or a 2D template of the object [15]. These
methods assume that a CAD model of the tracked object is known, or they use the features
in the image, such as lines, edges, spheres or cylinders, to construct the model. In figure
2.9 is shown a created model consisting of two straight lines, cylinder and circle [4].

Figure 2.9: Model consisting of two lines, cylinder and circle. (Source: [4]).

The robustness of the system can be improved by integrating information about the
object’s texture into the model [15].
The main advantage of knowing the 3D model of an object is the possibility to predict

the object’s hidden movements and eliminate the influence of outliers. Also, unlike the
feature based methods, this technique is resistant to changes in illumination of the scene
[15].

2.3 Markers

In order to estimate the position of the computer screen in the video frames, fiduciary
markers can be used. The position of the marker in the real world is known and when the
marker is detected in the frame, camera position or homography from the marker to the
frame can be computed.
Example of fiduciary markers is in figure 2.10. For these marker detection, libraries like

ARTag or ALVAR can be used. Another framework for marker detection is reacTIVision
[10]. This framework uses amoeba markers, shown in figure 2.11.
When the camera is exploring a wide area, several distinguishable markers can be used

so that at least one of them is visible and fits into the camera view and at the same time
must be this marker large enough for reliable localization.
Another option is to use markers which require only its fragment to be visible for reliable

detection, like Random Dots Marker [22] or Uniform Marker Field (UMF) [21].
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Figure 2.10: Example of markers used in ALVAR library. (Source:
http://www.ros.org/wiki/ar track alvar)

Figure 2.11: Example of amoeba marker used in reacTIVision framework. (Source:
http://reactivision.sourceforge.net/)

2.3.1 Uniform Marker Fields

UMF is a checker board marker field that covers a large area and consist of mutually
overlapping square modules. The modules are defined by aperiodic 4-orientable n2 window
arrays. Each subwindow of a size n x n is present in the marker field only once, including
its four rotations. Therefore, camera can be localized from any of these subwindows.
UMF can be binary arrays of black and white squares. The construction of the marker

fields isn’t trivial and only fields of limited size are known. Grayscale grid can be used
instead of the binary one. Then more edges are available for detection, larger marker fields
can be found and smaller subwindows are needed for camera localization [7]. Even more
edges are available for detection when colorful grid is used.
The marker isn’t identified by its color, but by the direction of gradient on the edges.

Therefore, the detection is invariant to lightning conditions. The color or shade of gray in
different parts of the marker is influenced by uneven lightning, but directions of gradients
on the edges of the grid remain unchanged. In case of colorful marker field, each edge is
defined by three gradients for each of the RGB components. In figure 2.12 is an example
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of grayscale and colorful marker field with gradients.

Figure 2.12: Fragments of marker field using five shades of gray (left) and eight colors
(right) with gradients. (Source: [7]).
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Chapter 3

Design of gaze dependent marker
tracking system

This chapter describes system that was designed and implemented as part of this thesis.
The system uses marker to estimate the initial position of the computer screen in the

camera frames. When the marker is successfully detected, homography from the marker
plane to the camera frame is found. Natural features are detected in the frame (leaving out
the area of the marker and optionally the area outside the computer screen), their coordi-
nates are transformed into the marker plane coordinate system using the found homography
and stored into a structure representing marker plane.
After the plane is initiated, natural features detected in the incoming frames are matched

with the features stored in the plane and homography from the frames to the plane is found.
If the natural features tracking fails, the marker is displayed again.
If the tracking, either using marker or natural features, is successful, homography from

the video frame to the marker plane is known. Since position of the marker on the computer
screen is known, also the relation between marker plane and computer screen coordinate
systems is known, and the position of the computer screen in the camera frame can be
computed and also the position of the user’s gaze on the screen can be found.
The system receives callbacks with images from the front camera and data about user’s

gaze. In order to make the system run real-time,the frames that the system’s not able
to process are discarded. For this purpose, semaphore was implemented. When system
receives frame, it sends it for further processing in another thread and semaphore is locked
until the processing is finished. During that time all incoming frames are discarded.
There are several settings of the marker and the tracking algorithm that can be adjusted

from the application’s GUI, which will be further described in section 3.3.

3.1 Natural features tracking

The algorithm used for natural features tracking is based on homography-based planar
mapping and tracking algorithm [14].
The natural features tracking system consists of two parts - tracking and mapping.

These components run in separate threads. Apart from the plane, the system keeps another
structure - graph of keyframes from which these points in the plane were taken. The nodes
of the graph represent keyframes used for mapping, and the edges of the graph represent
homographies between them. Each frame stores four homographies to the closest keyframes.
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At the beginning, the graph consists of just one frame, in which the marker was detected.
When the tracking component processes a frame, it checks its overlap with the frames in
the graph and also in the keyframe queue, and if the overlap is in a certain range, it pushes
the frame into the keyframe queue to be processed by the mapping component.
When the system receives a frame from the front camera of the glasses, and no other

frame is currently being processed, new thread is created in which the frame is processed.
If no points on the marker plane have been stored yet, or the tracking failed, homography
from the frame to the marker plane is found using marker, as described above. After the
homography is known, natural features in the video frame are detected using the FAST
algorithm for corner detection [18] [19] and descriptors for these points are computed using
ORB (oriented BRIEF) descriptor extractor [20]. In order to make the matching faster and
at the same time the points distributed over the frame evenly, the frame is divided into a
grid of a size 25x25 and only few strongest keypoints are kept for each cell of the grid. The
number of keypoints can be adjusted in the GUI.
The coordinates of the points are transformed into the coordinate system of the screen.

After that the points lying on the marker and optionally outside the computer screen
are removed. The points outside the computer screen should be discarded because the
surrounding of the screen usually doesn’t lie on the same plane as the screen and could
cause inaccuracy when matching the points with the feature points detected in new-coming
frames. However, in some cases, further mentioned in section 3.3, the points from outside
of the screen might be used to improve the reliability of the tracking. The remaining points
are projected on the marker plane using the found homography and then stored together
with their descriptors into the marker plane structure.
When processing a frame while the plane structure is already initiated, keypoints are

found in the frame and their descriptors are matched with the descriptors of the points
in the marker plane. From the found correspondences, homography between the camera
frame and the marker plane is computed. If there is not enough matched points, or their
distance is too big, the tracking fails and the system starts the marker tracking again.
All the newly processed successfully tracked frames are checked for overlap with keyframes

in the keyframe graph and keyframe queue. If the overlap is bellow 0.7 and above 0.4, the
frame is pushed into the keyframe queue to be processed by the mapping component. If
the overlap is lower, the frame was either matched incorrectly or the homography would
be most likely inaccurate due to the low overlap, therefore the tracking is considered failed
and the system starts tracking from marker again.
Overlap of two frames is computed by projecting the first frame on the other using

homography. Since the homography from both frames to the marker plane is known, the
inter-frame homography can be computed by multiplying the homography from the first
frame with inverse homography from the second one. Area of the intersecting polygon is
given by formula 3.1 [1]. The resulting overlap is given by ratio of the area of the intersecting
polygon and united areas of the frames.

overlap = |
(x1y2 − y1x2) + (x1y2 − y1x2) + ...+ (x1y2 − y1x2)

2
| (3.1)

The mapping component takes candidate keyframe from the queue and checks if it has
been tracked correctly. Overlap of this candidate keyframe with all keyframes in the graph
is computed and four keyframes with highest overlap are chosen. Inter-frame homogra-
phies between candidate keyframe and these four keyframes are computed. Each of these
inter-frame homographies is multiplied by the known homography from the corresponding
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keyframe to the screen, which produces homography from the candidate keyframe to the
screen. All of these newly computed homographies should be approximately the same as the
homography computed by tracker. A distance between the tracked homography and each
of these new homographies is computed as an average Euler distance of points projected
by both of the homographies. If this resulting average distance is above a certain thresh-
old, candidate keyframe is considered bad. If the result is bellow this threshold, candidate
keyframe is inserted into the graph and its keypoints are inserted into the plane structure,
if they are not already there. This check helps to avoid corruption of the plane structure
by inserting points from badly tracked frames into it.

3.2 Markers

The marker is displayed at the beginning of the tracking when the system is not initialized
yet to find the transformation from computer screen to camera frame. If a failure of natural
features tracking is detected, the marker is displayed again and the system is trying to detect
it in the incoming camera frames again.

3.2.1 Displaying marker

During the initialization of the tracking, marker is loaded. Depending on the required
resolution of the marker and the width and height of the computer screen, width of a single
square is computed. Then a canvas of the size of the whole marker field is created and filled
with squares of the computed square size and required gray color.
In order to improve the marker detection by avoiding naturally occurring edges mixing

with the marker edges, the marker is rotated by 45◦. Then the marker is translated so that
when displayed on the computer screen, it covers all of the screen. Upper left corner of this
transformed marker is the origin of the marker coordinate system to which the homography
from camera frames is computed. The unit of this system is the width of a single square
in the marker. In order to transform coordinates from the marker plane to the computer
screen coordinate system, the coordinates need to be multiplied by the width of a single
square, translated and rotated by the same values and in the same directions as the marker.
When tracking from marker is required, a fragment of the marker field is cut and

displayed. In order to make the system as unobtrusive as possible, the position of the marker
is adjusted according to the user’s gaze. Assuming that during the work user is sitting in
front of the computer and the computer screen is approximately on the same location in
the camera frame, the assumed position of the screen in the frame is computed from the
last known homography. Since the eye tracker is sending position of user’s gaze related to
the camera frame, location of the gaze on the screen can be estimated by transforming this
known position to the marker plane using the last homography and then transforming it to
the screen coordinate system as described above. When the area of user’s interest is known,
marker is displayed as far as possible. This procedure may fail if the user moved a lot after
the tracking failed and the position of the screen in the video changed significantly.
Depending on the setting of the GUI, this fragment of the marker field can be either

displayed in gray-scale as it is, or it can be used to create a colorful marker, where the
colors are adjusted according to the original content of the screen. This method uses the
fact that the frame is converted to gray-scale before marker detection. As shown in figure
3.1, red, green and blue channels of the pixels are set so that they are more similar to the
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original pixels of the screen and after applying equation 3.2 for conversion to gray-scale the
resulting pixels have the correct gray shade.

gray = 0.299 ∗ red+ 0.587 ∗ green+ 0.114 ∗ blue. (3.2)

(a) Original content of the
screen

(b) Marker with computed col-
ors

(c) Marker converted to gray-
scale

Figure 3.1: In subfigure (a) is the original content of the screen where the marker will be
displayed. The pixels from this part of the screen are used for computing the colors of the
pixels of the marker using equation 3.3. The resulting marker, shown in subfigure (b), is
displayed on the screen. In subfigure (c) is shown this marker converted to gray-scale using
equation 3.2.

Ideally, the ratio of the channel values of each pixel should be the same as the ratio
of the channels of the original pixel of the screen. This desired ratios can be found by
capturing a screenshot and computing color of each pixel of the marker depending on the
pixel of the screen on the corresponding position using equation 3.3.

new channel value =
original channel value

(0.299 ∗ red+ 0.587 ∗ green+ 0.114 ∗ blue)/required gray
(3.3)

However, when using this equation, some of the RGB channels may exceed range, there-
fore it needs to be checked that all of the channels are in the allowed range, and if not,
the exceeding value is decreased to the maximum allowed, and the values of the other two
channels are increased by a value computed by an equation 3.4

diff = (a ∗maximal value+ b ∗ channel2 + c ∗ channel3 − required gray)/(−b− c) (3.4)

where a is multiply coefficient of the exceeding channel (0.299 for red, 0.587 for green or
0.114 for blue) and b and c are coefficients of the remaining two channels, each multiplying
corresponding channel.
Again, if one of the two adjusted channels exceeds range, it is set to maximum and the

value of the remaining channel is increased by the result of equation 3.5

diff = (a∗maximal value+b∗maximal value+c∗channel3−required gray)/(−c), (3.5)

where channel3 is remaining channel and c is his corresponding coefficient.
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As a result of this color adjustment, the resulting marker is more similar to the original
screen, and therefore possibly less noticeable. However, as can be seen in figure 3.2, after
the frame is converted to gray-scale, it’s colors are not the same as when the marker was
converted directly, even when the marker was displayed without transparency. This is
due to the colors being influenced by the computer display, used camera and surrounding
illumination.

(a) Marker captured in a camera frame

(b) Frame converted to gray-scale

Figure 3.2: In subfigure (a) is a camera frame capturing computer screen with marker.
This marker was displayed with transparency set to zero. Even though same algorithm
was used for converting this frame to gray-scale as for the marker in figure 3.1, the original
background can still be recognized in the marker, as can be seen in subfigure (b).

There are two modes of displaying the marker - blinking and fading. In the blinking
mode, a timer is set after the marker is displayed, and after it expires, marker is hidden. In
case the marker is hidden and it still wasn’t detected in the video, it is displayed again. This
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way it’s repeatedly displayed until the detection is successful. The period of time during
which the marker is visible should be as short as possible, so that it wouldn’t disturb the
user or stop him from viewing the content underneath, but long enough for the camera to
capture it. Experimentally was found that the best period of time for the marker is 110
milliseconds. When the period was shorter the marker often wasn’t properly visible in the
camera frame, which made its detection more difficult and as a result the marker had to be
displayed more times and became more disturbing.
In the fading mode, the marker is displayed with high transparency, and the trans-

parency is constantly decreasing until the marker is detected or until it reaches the mini-
mum level of transparency set in the GUI. After successful detection, the marker is hidden.
This way, the marker is displayed for a longer period of time then in the blinking mode,
but it appears gradually and only once, and therefore it might be less visually disturbing
then the blinking marker, which is visible for a shorter period of time but causes sudden
changes in user’s view and therefore might attract his attention more.

3.2.2 Marker tracking

After the marker is displayed, the newly captured frames are checked for the marker. If
the marker is successfully detected, the previous data about the marker plane and graph
of keyframes are discarded, since the failure was likely due to a change in the content of
the computer screen, and a new marker plane and graph of keyframes is initiated. Natural
features are detected.
Since the position of the marker on the computer screen is known and so is the position

of the computer screen in the camera frame, location of the marker window in the frame
can be computed. Then the natural features in the area of the marker can be discarded.
After the marker disappears, natural features from this area are added to the marker plane,
as shown in figure 3.3.

3.3 Graphical User Interface

For control of experiments with the developed system and setting of marker and tracking
algorithm, simple graphical user interface, shown in figure 3.4, was implemented. Through
the GUI, the following attributes of the system can be adjusted:

• Name of output directory - name of directory in which the output files of the
experiment will be saved. This directory will be newly created in the current directory.

• Size of marker - number of single squares in a line that will be fully visible when the
marker is displayed. The bigger is the size of the marker, the higher is the probability
of a successful detection, but also the marker becomes more intruding to the user.
Another problem connected to the size of marker being too large is that there might
not be enough feature points in the uncovered area of the screen to track and the
natural features tracking will fail after the marker disappears.

The actual size of the marker in pixels depend also on the following setting of the size
of squares.

• Size of squares - to enable the size of the marker field to be as variable as possible,
the size of a single square is computed from the width and height of the computer
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(a) Frame where marker was detected

(b) Following frame where the marker isn’t visible

Figure 3.3: Tracking the marker. Red dots are feature points saved in the marker plane.
In subfigure (a) is frame in which marker was detected. Feature points lying on the screen
but outside the marker area are saved to the marker plane structure. In subfigure (b) is
the first processed frame after the marker disappeared. Former position of the marker in
the screen is mapped to the frame and feature points from this area of the frame are added
to the marker plane.

screen. This setting influences how much bigger will be the whole marker field com-
pared to the computer screen.

This setting, together with the distance of the user from the computer screen, influ-
ences how many pixels will have a single square in the eye tracker’s camera frames,
which has influence on the success of marker detection. In general, the farther is the
user from the screen, the higher should be the resolution of the marker.
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Figure 3.4: Graphical user interface of the system.

• Maximal transparency - if the mode is set to blinking, this sets how transparent
the marker window will be. If the mode is set to fading, this sets at what level of
transparency will the fading in stop.

• Number of detected keypoints - during the natural features tracking, the video
frame is divided into a grid and this setting determines maximal number of features
from each cell of the grid that will be used for tracking. The higher is the number,
the more reliable will the natural features tracking be, but also the slower will it be
and more frames will have to be discarded.

• Marker appearance - this setting allows to choose between blinking and fading of
the marker, this modes are further described in section 3.2.1.

• Output video file - sets what frames, if any, will be saved. Possible output videos
and their influence on the speed of the system are further described in section 3.5.

• Marker color - this setting enables to choose if the marker should be displayed only
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in gray-scale, or if the color of the content of the screen should be taken into account.
This modes are further described in section 3.2.1.

• Use only point from screen for tracking - sets if only the feature points on
the detected computer screen should be used for tracking, or if all of the feature
points from the whole camera frame should be taken into account. Recommended
setting is to use only the feature points from the screen, since the surrounding of the
screen usually doesn’t lie in the same plane, and therefore the visual distance of the
points detected on and off the screen changes as the user moves, and would negatively
influence the detected homography.

However, in case the screen and it’s surrounding are on the same plane, for example
in use with projection screen or build-in screen, and this is assumed to be the only
plane visible in the camera output, the additional feature points can significantly
improve the reliability of the tracker. Another case where using this mode should
be considered is when the content of the screen is too monotonous or if the screen
is too small and too far from the user, so that the system would have problem to
find enough feature points to track. In that case the precision of tracking might be
sacrificed in order to make the tracking more stable.

• Follow-the-point test - this option triggers a test where the user is supposed to
follow a point moving over the screen. This test is further described in section 4.3
and its goal is to estimate the accuracy of the system by comparing the real position
of the point and the position calculated from user’s gaze data.

3.4 Calibration of the eyetracker

There are several ways in which head-mounted eye tracker can be calibrated. One of the
most common, implemented also in the SMI SDK, is to instruct the user to look at a
point in front of him and select this point by mouse in the video from the front camera.
Since it would be very difficult for the user to fixate a point and click in the video at the
same time, it would require another person assisting with the calibration. For that reason
I used a marker and implemented calibration that doesn’t require assistance. During the
calibration, marker field appears over the whole screen and a red point is displayed over
the marker in the middle of the screen, as shown in figure 3.5. The user’s task is to fixate
this point and press the Enter on the keyboard.
This way there is no need to confirm the location of user’s gaze in the video because

the location of the point in the marker coordinate system is known and can be transformed
into the video frame coordinate system using the homography found from the marker.

3.5 Outputs of the implemented system

The system creates following output files, which are saved in a folder specified in the
graphical user interface:

• output.avi - output video file. If the frame was tracked successfully, feature points,
previously detected and saved in the marker plane structure, are projected into the
frame and drawn as red dots, and blue lines indicate the position of the computer
screen, as shown in figure 3.6. It is possible to select in the GUI what frames will
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Figure 3.5: Calibration screen.

be saved. Either only the frames processed by the tracker can be saved, or all of the
received frames, including the discarded ones, can be saved in the video. In that case,
the computer screen’s position is assumed to be the same as in the last successfully
tracked frame. However selecting this mode slows the system down significantly.
Another option is not to create any output video. This way the system isn’t required
to save any frames and can process more frames per second then when using one of
the previous modes.

• eyetrackerOutput.txt - text file with a record of eye tracking data. For every
received eye-gaze sample, a new line in the output file is created. Every line is
composed of the following data, separated by tabulator:

– number of gaze sample,

– timestamp,

– x gaze position,

– y gaze position,

– boolean value designating current marker visibility,

– value designating marker visibility change (-1 if the marker has just disappeared,
1 if it appeared, otherwise 0),

– number of the last received camera frame.

• markerOutput.txt - in blinking mode, for each marker detection is stored number
of blinks before the marker was successfully detected. In fading mode, period of time
for which the marker was displayed for each detection is saved.

• pointsOutput.txt - for points are being projected from the computer into the frame
and this projected position is saved to the file, zero is saved if the frame wasn’t tracked
successfully.
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Figure 3.6: Camera frame with detected screen. Red dots are feature points previously
detected and saved in the marker plane structure projected into the frame. Blue lines
indicate location of the screen in the frame.

• setting.txt - in this file is saved GUI setting for the current experiment

• trackingResults.txt - in this file are saved statistics of the current experiment.
These statistics are also displayed at the end of each experiment in the GUI, example
of the GUI window is shown in figure 3.7

• trackPointOutput.txt - this file is created only if the test where the user is following
a red mark with his gaze was conducted. In this file is saved real position of the mark
on computer screen and the computed location of the user’s gaze on the screen. This
positions are, in ideal case, supposed to be the same, and error can be computed from
this set of data.

3.6 Used tools

The application was developed in C++ programming language. For controlling the SMI
eye tracking glasses, SMI SDK is available. At the time of development of this application,
the SDK was available for C and C++ programming languages, for Windows 7 operating
system or newer. For processing the data from the eye tracker’s front camera, OpenCV
version 2.4.4 was used, for multithreading and timers Boost library version 1.49.0. The
marker was displayed using Qt toolkit version 5.0.1, and his detection was done using
library provided by Kajan at al. [9].
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Figure 3.7: Window with the results of an experiment.
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Chapter 4

Experiments Design

This chapter describes experiments that were conducted with users to evaluate system’s
properties and performance, how these experiments were done, on whom and with what
equipment.

4.1 Tools and equipment

The system was developed for and tested with the SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI) eye
tracking glasses. These glasses have a front camera capturing the scene in front of the
person wearing it with resolution 1280x960 and frame-rate 24 fps. The video format is
H.264 and the field of view is 60◦ horizontally and 46◦ vertically. Eye tracking is done
binocularly using corneal reflection and dark pupil tracking [2].
The system was running on a SMI-ETG laptop with Intel Core i7-2640M CPU at

frequency 2.80GHz and 4GB memory. The operating system was Windows 7 Professional
Service Pack 1, 32 bit.

4.2 Participants

The experiments were conducted with 6 participants. Their age was between 21 and 33
years and their field of study was computer science or software engineering. One of the
participants wears glasses.

4.3 Experiment procedure

Several tests were conducted in order to evaluate the system’s behaviour in various situ-
ations and it’s impact on user’s work efficiency and comfort. Also test for measuring the
tracking precision was included. Tests were chosen so that they would include work with
relatively unchanging content of the screen, like reading a text, to a situation when the con-
tent is constantly changing, like during playing a video. The following five tests, depicted
in figure 4.1, were conducted:

1. Browsing news server - the participants were asked to go to a news portal, and
browse and read the articles or parts of articles there. The point was to see how
the system behaves when the content of the screen is relatively unchanging, when it
moves (scrolling), and when the content totally changes (when another web page is
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loaded). Another goal was to find out how disturbing is the marker during actions
like reading and browsing.

2. Reading a paper in PDF - participants were asked to read a first sentence from
each paragraph in a PDF file. The content is therefore relatively unchanging, but
also quite monotonous and the tracker might have a problem to match the frames
correctly.

3. Watching a video embedded in browser window - the participants were asked
to watch an embedded video on server youtube.com. The goal was to find out the
behaviour of the system when part of the screen is changing, while the rest is relatively
static, and it’s influence on the user.

4. Watching a video on fullscreen - the goal was to find out the behaviour of the
system when the whole content of the screen is changing often.

5. Following a point - this is a special test, where the user is instructed look at a mark
on the screen and follow it as it moves over the screen. During this test, the real
position of the mark on the screen is stored, as well as the location of the user’s gaze
on the screen computed from the found transformation between the camera frame
and the computer screen. From this data, the average distance between the real and
computed location can be computed.

4.4 Testing conditions

Three testing rounds were conducted. First testing was done with two participants and
concentrated mostly on comparing blinking and fading mode of the marker and colorful
and grayscale markers. Participants were asked to go through and read news articles, once
with the marker mode set to blinking and once to fading, watch a on youtube.com server
video in enbeded in browser window and then on fullscreen, again with the marker blinking
and fading. Last test was a precision test, where the users were supposed to follow a red
point moving over the screen. External display was used for this testing.
Second testing was conducted with four participants and concentrated mostly on the

influence of the size of the marker and the color of the marker. The participants were divided
into two testing groups. First group was tested with a bigger marker of a size of almost
half of the computer screen. For second group was the size of the marker lowered to the
smallest size provided by the GUI. Each participant had to fulfil three tasks - reading a PDF
paper, browse a news server and watch embedded video. Blinking and fading modes were
used during experiments with each participant, as well as colorful and grayscale markers.
Display of the SMI laptop was used for the second testing round.
Third testing was done with one participant, who was again fulfilling three tasks -

reading a PDF, browsing news server and watching a video.
During all experiments was opacity set to 0.75, maximal number of detected keypoints

per one field to 4 and only the keypoints lying on the computer screen were tracked. To
improve the speed of the system, only processed frames were saved into the output file.
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(a) Browsing news server (b) Reading a PDF document

(c) Watching video (d) Watching video on fullscreen

(e) Follow the point test

Figure 4.1: Example frames from user testing experiments.

4.5 Questionnaires

In order to get a feedback from the participants, they were asker to fill in questionnaires at
the end of testing. In this questionnaires, I aimed the questions to find out how noticeable
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and disturbing the marker was to the user. Further I asked if it limited them in their work
or slowed them down, and also if they perceived it differently after they got used to it.
Another information I was trying to get through the questionnaires was what is the best

setting for the participant’s comfort - how much difference makes the size of the marker, if
they prefer blinking or fading markers and colorful or grayscale markers.
The participants were prompted to leave a comment for all questions and preferably

explain their answers, for example why they preferred the blinking marker to the fading
one or how exactly did it disturb them. For some questions they also marked their answers
on a scale from one to five, for example how much the marker disturbed them, if they was
inclined to look at it or if they had to wait for the marker to disappear in order to see the
information underneath. Example of the questionnaire is in appendix A.
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter describes behaviour and performance of the designed system. Performance
of the tracking algorithm and marker detection is evaluated using statistics from the user
testing described in chapter 4. Further, accuracy of the tracking and of the estimated
location of the gaze on the computer screen is measured and factors influencing these
results are discussed and user feedback from the questionnaires is summarized.

5.1 Tracking performance

In average, 15.79% of frames from the eye-tracker’s front camera were processed by the
tracking system, rest was discarded so that the system could run real-time. The number
of processed frames can be influenced from the GUI by setting maximal number of feature
points stored for each part of grid into which was the frame divided, as described in section
3.1. It also depends on the actual number of detected features.
From this processed frames, 62.67% were successfully tracked and computer screen was

localized in them. This number varies a lot for individual experiments and depends on
many factors. Among others, on the number of features available for tracking. If there’s
not enough features to track, tracking failure will occur often and the success rate will
drop. Also, the task currently performed influences the success rate. If the screen is rela-
tively static and unchanging, frames will be tracked more easily then when it’s constantly
changing. When the content of the screen changes, for example when window is closed,
user goes to another web page or scene in played video changes, system has to find initial
homography from marker again. The delay in detecting this failure, displaying marker and
his detection has negative influence on the success rate. In table 5.1 is listed percentual
success of detection for tasks conducted during user testing, for processed frames and also
overall percentage from all received frames, including the discarded ones.
As expected, playing video fullscreen has the highest count of failures per minute and

thus the lowest success rate. The test during which the participant was browsing news
server ended second worst with only approximately half of the processed frames tracked
successfully. This was mainly due to scrolling and changing pages often. Better ended
tests with PDF file and video integrated in web page. With the first, the participant was
instructed to read first sentence in each paragraph, and thus the change in content of the
screen was mainly due to scrolling the document. During the second, the tracking was
relatively successful thanks to the video being integrated in a web page, therefore, the
system was able to track the features from the rest of the screen. The highest number of
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processed tracked tracked failures
frames from processed from all per minute

Reading PDF file 13.90% 60.42% 7.90% 4.40
Browsing news server 16.33% 49.27% 8.09% 14.61
Watching embedded video 12.79% 71.33% 9.59% 4.34
Watching video on fullscreen 15.85% 33.99% 5.37% 22.64
Follow the point test 18.49% 83.97% 15.25% 2.73

Table 5.1: Tracking success rate during user testing. In the first column is how many
percent of frames were processed, in the second column is how many of these processed
frames were successfully tracked, in the next is how many frames of all were successfully
tracked and in the last column is number of tracking failures per minute.

frames was the system able to track during the test where the user was following a moving
mark with his gaze. During this test, only position of this mark was changing, and the
system could easily track the screen.
In order to determine the precision of marker detection and natural features tracking,

four points were projected from computer screen to camera frames. In figure 5.1 are plotted
coordinates of these projected points obtained during experiment when the eye-tracking
glasses were unmoving and thus each of these coordinate should stay the same for all
frames. To make the system re-initialize from marker tracking, content of the screen was
changed several times. These changes and tracking failures related to them are visible in the
graph as sudden drop of the coordinates to zero. In some cases, there are peaks just before
the failure. These are due to the frame being incorrectly matched. Though homography
was found in these cases and therefore, the four points were projected to the frame, the
overlap check failed and tracking failure was detected.
From the graph is visible that the natural features tracking is stable and the coordinates

change only minimally most of the time. When the tracking is re-initialized from the
marker, some of the coordinates are sometimes slightly shifted compared to the previous
value. This shift is in some cases related marker’s early detection in fading mode when the
marker transparency was high.
In figure 5.2 is similar test, except in this case the camera was moving from left to right.

Because of this movement, the x coordinates are decreasing. The fluctuations are caused
by shaking of the camera and inaccuracy in the natural features tracking. The occasional
peaks just before failure have the same cause as in the previous graph.
Even though the natural features tracking was quite precise, problem occurred during

scrolling the PDF or web page. Feature points were found and successfully matched with
the stored feature points, however, position of these points on the screen has changed, and
therefore the screen wasn’t located correctly, as can be seen in figure 5.3.

5.2 Marker performance

The performance of marker tracking was measured separately for fading and blinking mode.
In blinking mode, number of blinks before each successful detection was counted. In figure
5.4 is the resulting probability distribution. From this distribution is apparent that there’s
more than fifty percent chance that the marker will be detected after three blinks and
seventy five percent that after six blinks. The number of needed blinks is influenced the
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(a) Fading mode
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(b) Blinking mode

Figure 5.1: Coordinates of four points projected from computer screen to camera frame
during capturing the screen by unmoving camera and marker appearance mode set to (a)
fading and (b) blinking.
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Figure 5.2: Coordinates of four points projected from computer screen to camera frame
during capturing the screen by camera moving from left to right and marker appearance
mode set to blinking.

(a) Screen detected from marker. (b) Screen detected using natural features.

Figure 5.3: Shift of tracked computer screen caused by scrolling of its content.

number of processed and discarded frames. For every blink, the marker was visible for
about 110 ms. Since the camera frame rate is 24 frames per second, new frame is captured
every 41.67 ms and thus the marker should be visible in at least two succeeding frames. The
more frames are discarded, the smaller is the probability that the marker will be present in
the processed ones. Another thing that negatively influence marker detection is blur and
errors in the captured frame caused by head movements.
If the marker appearance mode was set to fading, the period of time during which the
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Figure 5.4: Graph representing probability distribution of the number of marker blinks
needed before its successful detection.

marker had been visible was measured. In figure 5.5 is probability distribution obtained
from this measurements. According to this, there is fifty percent chance that the marker
will be detected in 2.28 seconds and seventy five percent that in 3.2 seconds. The time
is measured since the system detects tracking failure and sends request for displaying the
marker until the marker is successfully detected, thus includes time needed to display the
marker and also to compute the marker’s colors in case they are adjusted according to the
content of the screen.
In fading mode, the opacity starts at 0.1 percent and is increased by 0.05 every 70 ms

and therefore reaches full opacity after 1.26 seconds or sooner if the marker transparency
was set to a non-zero value in the GUI.

5.3 Precision of the estimated gaze position on the screen

In order estimate the precision of mapping of user’s gaze to the computer screen, test where
the user is supposed to follow a mark moving over the screen was conducted, as described
in section 4.3. The mark stopped at nine points on the screen, and for each of these points,
arithmetic mean and median error was calculated. Display with 1366x768 resolution was
used for this experiment and average of these mean errors was 35.26 pixels for x and 56.51
pixels for y coordinate. Average of medians was 26.31 pixels for x and 47.81 pixels for y.
These errors can be caused by combination of three factors. Apart from the inaccuracy of
the screen detection and tracking, the precision is also influenced by the eye-tracker’s ability
to detect participant’s pupil and estimate his gaze. In a lot of cases the eye-tracking failed
and the eye-tracker wasn’t able to provide the tracking system with valid data. Another
factor that influences the precision is the eye-tracker’s calibration. If the eye-tracker is
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Figure 5.5: Graph representing probability distribution of time for which the marker needs
to be visible before its successful detection.

calibrated imprecisely, its error is reflected in these results.

5.4 User questionnaires results

All participants reported that they noticed the marker, which was expected, given the period
of time during which the marker was visible. They were inclined to look at the marker at
the beginning, but some of them reported that they got used to it or they intentionally
ignored it, especially those who were tested with marker of smaller size.
All participants prefer the marker displayed on the other side of the screen than where

they were looking, since in case it appeared under their gaze, it shielded their view and
prevented them from doing their work.
Most users preferred slowly appearing marker to the blinking one, claiming it draw their

attention less, made them feel more comfortable and less prevented them from doing their
work. In some cases, the blinking marker was preferred, since it was visible for a shorter
period of time.
Regarding the gray-scale markers and markers with adjusted colors, majority of par-

ticipants didn’t notice the difference and those who did weren’t united in their opinion of
which one is better.
Participants reported that the markers disturbed them because it was appearing unex-

pectedly. This is in accordance with their claim that they preferred the fading marker, since
it wasn’t appearing so unexpectedly. Also, the marker was disturbing them mostly during
reading, but they didn’t mind it when watching embedded video. This might be due to the
better results of natural features tracking during this experiment, as described in section
5.1, and also because watching a video doesn’t require as much attention as reading.
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Overall, participants would prefer markers more transparent, smaller and more fitted
into the environment
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Chapter 6

Future work

This chapter describes possible further development of the designed system, positives and
negatives of these proposed enhancements and obstacles in their implementation. The most
important improvements, further described in this chapter, are:

• Displaying marker based on saccades

• Automatic adjustment of parameters based on user distance from the screen

• Gradually hiding marker

• Linear approximation of the screen position between tracked frames

• Three-points eye-tracker calibration

6.1 Displaying marker based on saccades

Currently, when required, the marker is blinking more or less randomly. When the system
is trying to track marker in the incoming frames, marker keeps blinking, independently on
any conditions, until it’s successfully detected.
Proposed enhancement would take into account user’s saccades. People perceive their

surrounding during fixations, during saccades is the visual intake reduced [8], and therefore,
if the system would be able to blink the marker during a saccade, the user wouldn’t notice
it. But this approach is connected with several problems. First, the saccade takes approx-
imately 30-80 ms. If the marker was displayed for a period of time this short, it is likely
that the tracker would miss a lot of marker blinks, for reasons described in section 5.2. If
the marker would really go unnoticed by user, this wouldn’t have to pose a problem for
the user’s comfort, because the high number of marker blinks needed for successful marker
detection wouldn’t bother him. However, this might also increase time between tracking
failure and re-initialization.
Another problem is connected to saccade detection. It’s not possible to detect saccade

before it starts. Saccade detector introduced by Böhme at al. [3] detect saccades from the
speed of the eye movement, so the saccade is detected only after it already started, and
therefore would give the system even less time.
Also, there is a delay in the marker displaying and hiding which would further complicate

achieving desired marker behaviour.
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6.2 Automatic adjustment of parameters based on user dis-

tance from the screen

In order to successfully detect the marker, its resolution in the camera frames should be in
certain range. If the marker is either too small or too big, it won’t be detected. Currently,
the size and resolution of the displayed marker can be set in the application’s GUI. This way,
the resolution can be manually increased or decreased, depending on user’s distance from
the computer screen, before the experiment is started. However this poses too problems.
First, it’s difficult to manually find the right marker resolution for current user’s distance
and size and resolution of used screen. The second problem is that even if the best marker
resolution is found before the start of the experiment, user’s distance from the screen can
change during the experiment.
Proposed solution would automatically adjust resolution of the marker according to

user’s distance from the screen. The initial marker resolution could be set either manually
or the marker could blink with changing resolution. In this case, there would have to be some
mechanism that would make sure that detected marker is matched with displayed marker
of correct size. After the system would be initialized, camera pose could be computed from
detected homography, including its distance from the screen. Then, during the natural
features tracking, system would keep information about camera’s current distance and if
the tracking would fail, marker would be displayed with resolution set according to the last
known distance. This would work if the failure was for example due to change in the content
of the screen and the camera’s distance wouldn’t change significantly. However, if the
user moved closer or farther from the screen, marker detection might become problematic
again. For this reason, if the marker detection wouldn’t be successful during given time
interval, system might try to change the size automatically again until the detection would
be successful.

6.3 Gradually hiding marker

Other modification that could possibly improve the system’s behaviour is gradually hiding
marker. Currently, after the marker is detected, it is hidden immediately. Advantage of
this approach is that it’s hidden from the user’s view immediately. However, if the marker
is big, tracking often fails after the marker is hidden (see section 3.3 for more details). If
the marker would be disappearing gradually, also features from the marker could be used
for tracking and the more transparent would the marker become, the less marker features
and more features of the content behind the marker would be visible until the marker
would disappear completely. During this marker disappearing, features from the marker
area would be replaced by new features for each new frame.

6.4 Other possible improvements

Amongst other possible improvements can be included linear approximation of the screen
position between tracked frames. Currently, the screen position is considered to be the same
as in the last successfully tracked frame and approximation of this position might give more
accurate output data. However, if the system is aimed to provide data about user’s gaze
real-time, for example for use with interactive user interface, computing this data backwards
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isn’t relevant and would only slow the system down. Another thing that might possibly
improve the precision of eye-tracking data is three-points eye-tracker calibration.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This work describes system for real-time tracking of the computer screen and estimating
area of user’s visual attention on the screen with the use of eye-tracking data from a head-
mounted eye-tracker and Uniform Marker Fields.
The designed system localizes the computer screen in the frames from eye-tracker’s

front camera using a fragment of Uniform Marker Field displayed on the screen. Marker
is hidden after its successful detection and natural features detected in the camera frame
lying on the computer screen or, optionally, from the whole frame, are used for tracking the
screen. If the natural features tracking fails, marker is displayed again and the tracking is
re-initialized. In order to make the marker as unobtrusive as possible, gaze information is
used to display the marker as far away from the area of user’s visual attention as possible.
Further, this work describes and summarizes results of several experiments and user

testing that were conducted in order to evaluate the performance and accuracy of the
implemented system and its influence on user’s work.
The designed system was able to process approximately four frames per second and from

these successfully track more than a half, though the success rate was strongly dependant on
user’s distance from the screen. Also, in some cases, even though the screen was successfully
tracked, user’s gaze on the screen couldn’t be successfully estimated due to incorrect data
received from the eye-tracker.
At the end of this work I proposed several improvements of the designed system, most

importantly automatic adjustment of marker parameters depending on user’s distance from
the screen and displaying marker dependently on user’s saccades. However, the possibility of
successfully implementing the later with the state of the art techniques of saccade detection
is uncertain.
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Appendix A

User Questionnaire

Marker testing cycle 3

Name: Age:
Date: Field…of…Study:

Eyes…Color:

1x Did…you…notice…the…marker…appearing?

1……....…2……....…3……....…4……....5
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Your comment:

2x Were…you…inclined…to…look…at…the…marker…when…it…appeared…and…you…didnwt
expect…it?

1……....…2……....…3……....…4……....5
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Your comment:

3x Were…you…inclined…to…look…at…it…also…after…it…already…appeared…several
times…and…you…got…used…to…it?

1……....…2……....…3……....…4……....5
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Your comment:

Figure A.1: User Questionnaire, page 1
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4S Wouldjyoujpreferjitjtojappearjunderjyourjgazevjorjonjthejotherjsidejof
thejscreen?jWhy?

5S Didjyoujpreferjthejslowlyjappearingjorjblinkingjmarker?jWhy?

6S Didjyoujpreferjadjustingjcoloredjorjgray-scalejmarkers?jWhy?

7S Didjmarkerjdisturbjyoujinjyourjwork?jHowjmuchjandjhowjoften?jWhy?

1j…....j2j…....j3j…....j4j…....5
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Your comment:

8S Didjyoujhavejtojwaitjuntiljitjdisappearedjinjorderjtojseejthejinformation
underneath?jHowjoften?

1j…....j2j…....j3j…....j4j…....5
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Your comment:

Figure A.2: User Questionnaire, page 2
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9) WasAitAannoying?AHowAmuch?

1A…....A2A…....A3A…....A4A…....5
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Your comment:

10) HowAwouldAyouAimproveAmarkers?

Figure A.3: User Questionnaire, page 3
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